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We study the asymptotic behaviour of U-statistics type processes which can be 
used for detecting a changepoint of a random sequence. Invariance principles are 
proved for these processes. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X 1, . . . . X,, be independent random variables. Suppose we want to test 
the null hypothesis 
Ho. Xi, 1 < i < n, have the same distribution 
versus the alternative hypothesis that there is a changepoint in the 
sequence X, , . . . . X,, namely that we have 
HI. There is a 1~(0,1) such that P{X,<t}=P{X,<t}= . . . = 
P{X,,,,Gt}, P{Xt,A,+,<t}= ... =P{X,Gt}, -coo~ttco, and 
P(XrnAJ < to} # P(X,,,, + 1 < to> for some t,. 
The changepoint problem has been considerably studied in the literature 
from the parametric as well as the nonparametric point of view. Non- 
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parametric results are summarized in Wolfe and Schechtman [15]. 
Recently Csiirgii and Horvdth [2] proposed statistics based on processes 
of linear rank statistics with quantile scores. In this paper we study tests for 
the changepoint problem which are based on processes of U-statistics. They 
are generalizations of Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney type statistics. 
Let h(x, y) be a symmetric function and consider 
z,= c 1 h(Xi,Xj), 1 <k<n. (1.1) 
I$i<k k+l<j<n 
We study Z, under the null hypothesis in Section 2, and under the alter- 
native hypothesis in Section 3. Typical choices of h are xy, (x - ~)~/2 (sam- 
ple variancie), Ix - yl (Gini’s mean difference), sign(x + y) (Wilcoxon’s 
one-sample statistic) (cf. Serfling [ 133). The case of h(x, y) = sign(x - y) 
has gained special attention in the literature. We cannot apply our results 
directly in this case, because sign(x - y) is not a symmetric function. 
However, sign(x - y) = -sign( y -x) (sign(O) = 0), i.e., sign(x - y) is an 
antisymmetric kernel. We show in Section 4 that our method can be also 
used in the case of an antisymmetric kernel. 
2. ASYMPTOTICS UNDER H, 
In Sections 2 and 3 we assume that h is symmetric, i.e., h(x, y) = h( y, x). 
Given H,,, X,, . . . . X,, are i.i.d.r.v.‘s. We assume 
Eh*(x,) X2) < 00 (2.1) 
and let Eh(X,,Xz)=O, g(t)=E{h(X,, t)-@}. Condition(2.1) implies 
that Ez2(X,) < co and we assume 
0 < fJ2 = EK2(X,). (2.2) 
Here we investigate 
Uk=Zk-k(n-k)@, 1 <k<n, 
which can be expressed as 
u, = up - { up’ + up>, 
where 
(2.3) 
uy, = C 
lgic j<k 
lJp= 1 
k+l<i-cj<n 
@9 
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and 
The latter are nondegenerate U-statistics under the conditions (2.1) and 
(2.2). Thus while U, itself is not a U-statistic, in (2.3) we concluded that it 
can be expressed as a linear combination of U-statistics. Hence the basic 
idea of studying Uk can be based on the projection of a U-statistic on the 
basic observations (cf. Chap. 5 of Serfling [3]). 
In order to state our results we define the Gaussian process r by 
I-(t)=(l-t) Rqt)+t{W(l)-W(t)}, O<t<l, (2.4) 
where ( W(t), 0 Q t < 00 } is a Wiener process. 
THEOREM 2.1. We assume that H, holds, and (2.1), (2.2) are satisfied. 
Then we can define a sequence of Gaussian processes {I’,(t), 0 < t < 1> such 
that, as n + co, 
n - 312 
sup -U 
ogtt1 rJ 
[cn+l,r,-r”(f) =oAl), (2.5) 
where for each n 2 1 
(r,(t),o<t<l} z (I-(t),O<t<l). (2.6) 
ProoJ By Theorem 1 of Hall [6] we have 
max Ui’)-k i 6(X,) = O,(n), 
I<k<n i= 1 
max Vi*)-- (n -k) i k(X,) = O,(n), 
l<kCn i=k+l 
lJi3)-n f E(Xi) = Op(n). 
i=l 
(2.7) 
V-8) 
Hence 
Thus the result follows from Donsker’s theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1.2 and 
Lemma 4.4.4 in Csiirgii and RCvisz [3]). 
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One can say more about the weak convergence of U, if the existence of 
higher moments is assumed. 
THEOREM 2.2. We assume that H, holds, 
E VU,, J’dl”< co for some v > 2, (2.11) 
and (2.2) is satisfied. Then we can define a sequence of Gaussian processes 
(W), 0 < t < 1 } such that (2.5) holds, 
,-312 
sup -U 
l/(n+l)<t<n/(n+l) fJ 
C(n+ I)rl -f,(t) (t(l-t))“2=0,(1), 
Ii 
(2.12) 
and we have (2.6) for each n z 1. 
Proof: First we note that by (2.11) we have E Ix(X,)l”< 00. We 
introduce 
s;‘)(x) = 0 -l c &Xi), 1 6 x < [n/2], 
l<i$X 
Si2)(x)=ap’ C K(X,), 1 <x<n- [n/2], 
n-x<i<n 
and show that there exist two independent Wiener processes 
{ W:‘)(x), 0 <x < cc } and { Wi2)(x), 0 <x < co} such that 
sup x-li2 Is;“(x)- WA”(X)/ =0.(l), (2.13) 
l<x<[n/2] 
sup x-“2 #f’(x) - wp(x)( = O,(l). (2.14) 
l<x<n-[n/2] 
Using the Skorohod embedding scheme or the Komlos-Major-Tusnady 
approximation (cf. Theorem 2.2.4 and Theorem 2.6.3 in Csorgii and RCvCsz 
[3]), we can define a sequence of Wiener processes { W!,‘)(x), 0 d x < co } 
so that 
max 
lck<[n/Z] 
k-II2 Is:‘)(k)- WA1)(k)J =0.(l). (2.15) 
By Theorem 1.2.1 of Csorgii and Rev&z [3] we obtain 
sup x-1’2 1 w;“(x)- w;‘“([x])l 
l$xccn/2] 
Q sup x-Ii2 sup I W:“( [x] +s) - W;“( [xl)1 = O,( 1). (2.16) 
1 bX< In/23 ObS< 1 
NOW (2.15) and (2.16) imply (2.13). The proof of (2.14) is similar. Due to 
the independence of S;)(x) and Sp)(x), the Wiener processes WL’) and 
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Wk*) can be defined independently. Next we define the Wiener process 
{W,(x),O<x<n} by 
and conclude from (2.13) and (2.14) that 
SUP 
l/(n+l)Cr<n/(n+l) I( 
1 - C(n +nl) ‘I) [y)r’ j@) 
r=l 
+ yl)tl (f h(q-[(y1”6(x,)) 
i=l i=l 
-o((l-1) w.((n+l)r)+f(w”(~+l)-w.((n+l)l))~(/(nr(l-r))l~’ 
= O,(l). 
The latter in turn by (2.10) implies (2.12). 
By the construction of the Wiener processes I+‘!!) and WL*) we obtain 
SUP 
o<r<1 I( 
1 _ C(n ‘, 1 )rl) [y)” qxi) 
i= 1 
+ C(n+l)fl 
n 
( i h(X,) - rcny’l Z(Xi)) 
i= 1 i= 1 
- c(( 1 - t) W,((n + 1)t) + t( W,(n + 1) - W,((n + l)t))} = o,(n’/‘), 
resulting also in (2.5) via (2.10). 
Let Q* be the class of functions q: (0, 1) + (0, co) which are monotone 
nondecreasing near 0 and monotone nonincreasing near one, and 
infdG,S,-6q(t)>0 for all 6~(0, l/2). If qEQ*, we define the integral 
I(q,c)=j; W-W’ exp(-cq*(~Y(t(l -t)))dt, c > 0. 
This integral appears in the characterization of upper class functions of a 
Wiener process (cf., e.g., C.&g6 et al. [I I). 
COROLLARY 2.1. We assume that Ho holds, and (2.2), (2.11) are 
satisfied: 
683/27/1-l I 
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(a) IfqEQ*, then 
n - 312 
SUP -V 
O<f<l fJ 
[w)l]-co) q(t)=o,(l) 
Ii 
(2.17) 
if and only if I(q, c) < 00 for all c > 0. 
(b) rfqcQ*, then 
n - 312 
- SUP IU[fn+ 1,,#?(V+ sup I~(t)l/q(t) 0 o<t<1 o<r<1 
(2.18) 
if and only if Z(q, c) < 00 for some c > 0. 
Proof First we note that 1(q, c) < co for some c > 0 implies (cf. 
Theorem 3.3 in Csiirgii et al. [l-J) 
lim q( t)/t”* = 03. (2.19) 
1-O 
We have 
n - 312 
sup -V C(n+ I)11 - f”(f) 4(t) = o,(l) 
6<fCl-S c I/ 
(2.20) 
for all 6 E (0, t) by Theorem 2.2. Also, by (2.12) and (2.19), 
n - 312 
sup -U C(n+ 11r1 -f,(t) 
ll(n+l)<r<d tJ i: 
q(t)=0,(1) sup EL0 
0<1<B 4(t) 
(2.21) 
as 6 + 0. Next 
by (2.19) and Theorem 3. of Csiirgii et al. [I]. One estimates near 1 in a 
similar way, and the “if’ part of (a) is proven. 
Assuming now (2.17), we must have 
SUP I~(~Wd~) = OP(l) (2.22) 
O<rrl/(n+l) 
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and 
sup Ir(t)l/df) = OP(l). 
n/(n+l)<r<l 
It is easy to see that (2.22) and (2.33) imply 
ET2( t)/q2( t) + 0 as t-+0 or t-+1. 
Consequently we have (2.22) if and only if 
sup I wt)lld~) = of41 1. 
O<t<l/(n+l) 
Similarly, we have (2.23) if and only if 
sup IWl)- w~M(f)=~i=dl)~ 
n/(n+l)$f<l 
which is equivalent to 
sup IW~Ml -t)=o,(l). 
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(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
Now Theorem 3.4 of C&g6 etal. [l] combined with (2.25) and (2.27 
results in the second part of (a). 
As to the proof of (b) we first note that (2.19) implies 
,-312 
sup -u [(n+l)t]-Ut) q(t)=o,(l). 
Ii 
(2.28 
ll(n+l)<rsn/(n+l) 0 
Hence it suffices to show that 
sup I~(~Wd~) a sup I~(tWdt), 
l/(n+l)~r<n/(n+l) O<f<l 
which follows immediately from Theorem 3.3 of CsiirgG et al. [ 11. The 
proof of the necessary part of (b) is similar to that of (a). Only here we 
have to use Theorem 3.3 of Csiirgii et al. Cl] instead of their Theorem 3.4. 
Remark 2.1. The proof of the necessary part of Corollary 2.1(a) shows 
that if we have (2.17) with any sequence of Gaussian processes having the 
same distribution for each II 2 1 as that of r, then Z(q, c) must be finite for 
all c> 0. This means that the necessary part does not depend on our 
construction. 
The desirability of having weight functions q around like in Corollary 2.1 
is to make our statistical test more sensitive on the tails. A typical choice of 
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q in (2.18) is the function (t( 1 - t) log log( l/t( 1 - t)))“‘. The variance of 
Z(t) is t( 1 - t), hence another choice of a weight function is (t( 1 - t))“*. 
However Z( (t( 1 - t )) “*, c) = cc for every c > 0, and hence we cannot apply 
Corollary 2.1. This case is studied in the next theorem. Let a(y . log n) = 
( y + 2 log log n + &log log log n - 4 log n)(2 log log n) - “*, - cc < y < co. 
THEOREM 2.3. We assume that H, holds, and (2.2), (2.11) are satisfied. 
Then 
lim P 
n-m i 
c-l max Uk 
l<k<n (&z-k+ l)n)“2 
<a(y,logn) =exp(-exp(-y)), 
1 
(2.29) 
lim P 0-l max IUkl < a( y, log n) = exp( - 2 exp( -y )). 
n-m l$kCn (&Z-k+ l)?Z)“* 
(2.30) 
We note that it will also follow from the proof of this theorem that the 
same two limit statements hold for (n-“‘,/u) Ucc, + , ,,,/(t( 1 - t))“*, 
0 < t < 1. The proof will be based on the following lemma. Let 
b( y, log n) = ( y + 2 log log n + $log log log n - $log(4n))(2 log log n) - 1’2, 
-co<y<co. 
LEMMA. Let Y,, Y,, . . . be i.i.d.r.v.‘s with EY, =O, EC = 1, and 
ElY,I 2+6<az for some 6>0. Then 
lim P 1~;~nk-“2 i Yi< b(y, log n)] = exp( -exp( -y)) (2.31) 
tl-CCZ . . i=l 
and 
lim P ,y;:“k- ‘/* / i Yi[ < b(y, log n)] = exp( -2 exp(-y)). (2.32) 
n+* . . i=l 
Also, if m, + 03 and m,/n + 0 (n + cc ), then 
5 Yi G b(Y, log(n/m,)) = exp( -exp( -y)) (2.33) 
i=l 
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and 
(2.34) 
Proof For the proof of (2.31) and (2.32) we refer to Darling and Erdos 
[4] and Shorack [14]. 
Of the two statements (2.33) and (2.34) we verify only (2.34). The proof 
of (2.33) is similar. First let 1 <m, < log n. Then by (2.32) 
(2loglogn)“’ Izym k-l’* 5 YJ-loglogn$ -00, 
. - n i=l 
and 
1 i yiiGh(y,logn))=exp(-2exp(-y)). 
k=l 
Observing now 
and 
2 log log : 
1 
+-logloglg~- 
1 
n 2 
2loglogn+~logloglogn =0(l) 
n 
we get (2.34). Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.2, there is a Wiener 
process W such that 
sup x-r/* 
m,ix<n 
I,;<, ri- w(x)~=o,(m:‘~*+~~-~‘*)=~~((logn)b”’6)). 
. . 
Let {k’(t), - cx) < t < co 1 be an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Then we 
have 
sup X-l’* 1 W(x)= sup I V(t)1 = sup I V(Ol7 m.sx<n (1/2)logm.Gt~~1/*~logn 0 < I < (l/2) log(n/m,) 
and consequently by Darling and Erdiis [4] we obtain (2.34). For the 
general m, sequence of the lemma we consider its subsequence with values 
in [0, log n] and that with values in (log n, cc). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let k!,‘)= (log n)3 and kL*) = n/(log n)2, and 
consider 
IUkl IUkl 
I%% (k(n -k + l)n)1’2 = ,<;%;I] (k(n - k + 1)0”~ 
V 
IUkl 
,$::,;a (k(n - k + l)n)“* 
IUkl 
v *f’:it?,,2 (k(n -k + 1)n)‘” 
V 
IUkl 
n,24?::-k;f) (k(n - k + l)n)1’2 
V max IUkl 
n-k~*‘~kCn~k!‘)(k(n-k+ l)n)“’ 
V 
IUkl 
n-$%<n (k(n-k+ l)r~)“~ 
where a v b = max(a, 6). It is easy to see that 
Aj,l)<z max k-l/* 1 
n I <k<k;‘l C {h(Xi, xj) - h(xi)} l<i$k k+lGjGn 
+ max k-l’* 
l<k<kk” 
= A’lJ’+ 41.2’* n (2.36) 
First we note that by the definition of 8 we have 
Idisk k+l<jbn > 
and so 
C 
k=l l<i<k k+lcjGn 
{h(Xi, xj)Fz(J'i)]l >k"*} 
=O(l)n-’ ‘5 l/k=o(l). (2.37) 
k=l 
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By Lemma we have 
A;‘*2’ = O,((log log log n)“2), 
and thus by (2.36) and (2.37) we obtain 
(2 log log .)I’2 AL’)- fJ log log n EL, -co. 
By (2.10) we get 
(2.38) 
AL2)= max 
n-k 
qsk c/c!*’ (n(n - k + 1)) 
k-l’* i h(&) 
i= I 
k 
+ (n(n-k+ 1)1/2 f+ 1 Qxi) + OAWg n). (2.39) 
It is easy to verify that 
Using the lemma we have 
n-k 
max 
k;“<k<kf) @(n-k+ 1)) 
= O,((log log np2/(log n)2), 
and hence (2.39) and (2.40) yield 
Ac2)= max n k;“<k<k(2) k- 
“* 
- n 
By the lemma again, 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2 log log k(2))“2 n , <yykuk(‘i k-1’2 I I i ?i(XJ -CT log log ki2’--% -co, n i= 1 
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and therefore, 
= exp( -2 exp( -y)). (2.42) 
Observing now that 
I(2 log log .)I’2 - (2 log log kjl’))“2[ (log log /q’))1’2 = o(1) 
and 
12 log log n + jlog log log n - (2 log log ki” 
+ ~logloglogk”‘)J=o(l), n 
(2.41) and (2.42) imply 
lim P iA!~*‘ib(y,logn) =exp(-2exp(-y)). (2.43) 
n-r* 
Towards estimating AL3), we first note that 
Hence from (2.10) and (2.34) we obtain 
n-k 
A’3”k;zl$f~.,2 (k(n- kt l)n)“’ 
+ max 
k 
kg’<k<n/2 (n(n-k+ 1))“” 
= O,( (log log log n)“‘). 
+ O,(log n/n”‘) 
This in turn implies 
(2 log log n)‘12 AL3)-- a-’ log log n -5 -co. (2.44) 
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The estimation of the r.v.‘s AIp), AL5), and ,4Ip) is similar, resulting in the 
statements 
(2 log log n)l’2 A!) - C-r log log n ---S - co, i = 4, 6, (2.45) 
Ak5’ = 1 max 
.-k~z’.k~n~k~‘)(n--)“2 
+ o,(l/‘h n), (2.46) 
and 
lim P iA!,‘J<b(y,logn) =exp(-2exp(-y)). (2.47) 
n-m 
The events in (2.43) and (2.47) are asymptotically independent. Therefore 
the statement follows from (2.35), (2.38), (2.43), and (2.44)(2.47). 
3. ASYMPTOTICS UNDER H, 
First we introduce some notations. Let 
0 = W~,?l%, ~ 19 qnl,), P = wx,d., + 19 X[d., + 2) 
t = EW,d]~ Jf[“%, + lh 
and we write log + x = log(x v 1). 
THEOREM 3.1. We assume that H, holds and 
E IW,,,, - 1, +,,,)I < ~0, EI~(XC,~,+~,XC,%,+~)I<O~, 
Elh(X~,~,,X~,~,+,)llog+(lh(X~,~,,X~nn,+l)l)<~ (3.1) 
are satisfied. Then 
lim Z 
&(A - t) + tT( 1 -A), 
n-t* [‘“‘1~t1~n2={p(t-n)(l-t)+ri.(l-t), 
;z:-p’ (3.2) 
, ) 
in probability. 
Pro01 Let 16 [(n + 1) t] < [nn]. Then 
Z [(n+ llr] = 1 hGLX,)+ C c 4X,, Xi) 
1 <i-c j< [d] 1<1<[n%] [n%]+l<j<n 
- 
i 
c h(Xi, Xj) 
IGi<j<[(n+l)r] 
+ c W-i, x,, 
C(n+l)t]+l<i<j<[nl] 
+ 
c C h(Xi, xj) 
[(n+i)rl+l<i<[n1] [nl]+l<j<n 
=Rp+q*)-{R;3’+ . . . +Rp}. 
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By Hoeffding [7] (cf. Theorem A in Section 5.4 of Serfling [13]) we get 
~~4’1~2 2 c h(Xi, Xj) a.s. (t-n)28/2. 
I<icj<[ni]-[(n+I)r] 
Now applying Sen [ 121 and condition (3.1) we obtain 
RL2’/n2 ---% A( 1 - L)r, Ri5)/n2 -5 (A - t)( 1 - L)r. 
These observations clearly imply the first part of (3.2). The proof of its 
second part is similar. 
Remark 3.1. If we assume the existence of the second moments in 
Theorem 3.1, then we have an a.s. convergence in (3.2) by the moment 
inequalities of Grams and Serlling [S]. 
Theorem 3.1 can be used to study the consistency of tests based on the 
process { u[(, + 1 Jtl y 0 d t < 11. For example, we conclude that rejecting H, 
vs H, when sup,, <, < 1 (ne312/a) 1 U,,, + 1 )13 1 is large, then the latter test is 
consistent except in the case of T = 19 = p = 0. The same can be said about 
the weighted versions of this test. 
4. ANTISYMMETRIC KERNEL 
In this section we assume that h is an antisymmetric kernel, i.e., 
4x, y) = -hh xl. (4.1) 
In this case Eh(X,, X2) = 0 and similarly to the symmetric case we let 
z(t) = Eh( t, X, ). We assume 
Eh2(X,, X2) < cc and 0 < a2 = EE:‘(X,). (4.2) 
Accordingly to Section 2 we now have Uk = Zk, where Zk is defined by 
(1.1). It is easy to see that (2.3) remains true in the case of an antisym- 
metric kernel, with 8 taken to be zero, of course. 
First we give an analog of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. We assume that HO holds, and (4.1) and (4.2) are satisfied. 
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Then we can define a sequence of Brownian bridges {B,(t), 0 < t < 1 } such 
that, as n + oo, 
sup 
n-3/2 
-u 
o<r<1 0 
C(n+ I)rl -B,(t) =op(l) (4.3) 
and for each n > 0, EB,( t) = 0, EB,( t) B,(s) = min( t, s) - ts. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1. Instead of 
Theorem 1 of Hall [6] we use Theorem 2.1 of Janson and Wichura (1983), 
which gives 
max Vi”-- f (k-2i+ l)h(Xi) =0,(n), 
1CkCfl i=l 
(4.4) 
and 
max Up’-- i (n+k-2i+l 
l<k<fl 
i=k+l 
Up)-- f (n-2i+ l)E(Xi) 
i=l 
By (4.4) (4.5) and (4.6) we have 
K(xi) = O,(n), (4.5) 
= O,(n). (4.6) 
lyf:, Uk - 
I { 
n 
. . 
i @Xi) -k f: &Xi)} 1 = O,(n) 
i= I i=l 
(4.7) 
and hence Donsker’s theorem implies Theorem 4.1. 
Surprisingly, the limiting processes are different in Theorems 2.1 and 4.1. 
In the special case of h(x, y) = sign(x - y) (cumulative rank tests) Pettitt 
[9] (cf. also Pettitt [lo]) indicate a proof of Theorem 4.1. 
The following Theorem is an analog of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 4.2. We assume that Ho holds, (4.1) and (4.2) are satisfied, 
and 
EIW,, X2)1”< ~0 for some v > 2. (4.8) 
Then we can define a sequence of Brownian bridges {B,(t), 0 < t < 1 } such 
that (4.3) holds and 
n - 312 
sup -U 
I/(n+l)<ran/(n+l) CJ 
C(n+ l)fl -B,,(t) (t(l -~))“~=0~(1). (4.9) 
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ProoJ: Using (4.4b(4.6) with the Skorohod embedding scheme (or with 
the Komlos-Major-Tusnady approximation), the proof goes along the 
lines of the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
The next results are direct consequences of Theorem 4.2. One can give 
detailed proofs using the methods of the proofs of Corollary 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.3. Let {B(t), 0 < t d 1 } be a Brownian bridge. 
COROLLARY 4.1. We assume that H, holds and (4.1), (4.2), and (4.8) are 
satisfied. 
(a) rfqEQ*, then 
,-312 
sup -U 
o<r<1 fJ 
if and only if I(q, c) < co for all c > 0. 
(b) ZfqcQ*, then 
- SUP w[c,+l,t]l/dG+ SUP IWt)l/dt) 0 O<f<l O</<l 
if and only if Z(q, c) < cc for some c > 0. 
THEOREM 4.3. We assume that A!, holds and (4.1) (4.2), and (4.8) are 
satisfied. Then 
lim P 0-l 
n-co i I<ksn (k(n-/It l)n)‘12 
max 6 a( y, log n) 
i 
= exp( - exp( -y )) 
and 
lim P 
i 
0-l max IUkl <a(y,logn) =exp(-2exp(-y)). 
n-m l<k<n (k(n-k+ 1)n)“’ i 
Now we assume that X,, . . . . X,, have a continuous distribution function, 
and study the case of h(x, y) = sign(x - y). Under I-I,, E sign(X, - A’,) = 0 
and g2 = l/12. Then 
sign( Xi - X,) 
I<i<k k+l<jcn 
is distribution free, and the results of the present section are applicable. By 
Theorem4.1, (12)1’2n-3’2 UC,n+,jr3 converges weakly to a Brownian 
bridge in D[O, 11. This result was obtained by Pettitt [9] using heuristic 
arguments. 
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Sen and Srivastava [ 111 also mention (without developing any proper- 
ties) non-parametric tests as analogs to some parametric likelihood ratio 
procedures. In particular, they suggest rejecting H,, for large values of 
D, = (12)“2 max 1 U,l/(k(n -k + l)n)“‘. 
I<k<n 
It follows from Theorem 4.3 that D, +’ cc even under H,,. This is the 
reason for them finding D, being superior to other statistics. We can, of 
course, use D, for testing HO with normalizing factors as given in 
Theorem 4.3. Naturally then further power studies are also needed in order 
to conclude any superiority properties. 
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